
Crime Fighting KArate Koala Bears season 2 episode 19 Koalas

in Space part 1 Meet the Galatic Four



TEASER ACT

FADE IN

INT.CARRIER SPACESHIP BASEMENT EVENING

ACTION ADVENTURE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the

space carrier LASER FIRE come out from behind the

containers.

2 8 EYED ALIENS humanoid aliens with purple skin and 8 eyes

come out from behind the containers and keep on FIRING their

lasers right at the staked containers down at the end of the

basement.

CAPTAIN STAR 25 years old handsome, friendly, cool, athletic

with blonde hear and green eyes poked his head over the

container. A LASER BLAST hits the corner of the container.

With Captain Star is COSMOCIA Beautiful, nice, smart,

defensive, fearless has blue eyes and red long hair is with

him.

COSMOCIA

(to Captain Star)

I can’t believe that you forgot

your music devise here.

CAPTAIN STAR

(to Cosmocia)

Hey it’s a MP3 CD player and I

brought it along with me when I

accidentally blasted myself off

into space.

Captain Star active his laser blaster and FIRE a LASER BEAM

right at the 2 Aliens hitting them causing them to fall to

the floor. SUDDENLY 6 more Aliens come and pointed their

laser blasters at the container. Cosmcia leaps over the

container and takes out her wipe and WIPES it right at 2

Aliens hitting them. Then Captain Star activates the buzz

saw function on his star shape shield causing his shield to

SPIN and BUZZ. Captain Star swings his shield at the other 2

Aliens hitting them causing their laser blasters to be split

in half and punches the 2 Aliens.

SUDDENLY TRO a 7 feet tail Green Alien Troll, nice, strong

muscular dumb wearing blue pants comes CRASHING down from

the ceiling.

(CONTINUED)
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TRO

(crashing through the ceiling)

Tro Tro Tro.

Tro lands on the remaining 2 Aliens crushing them.

CAPTAIN STAR

(smiles)

Prefect timing Tro.

TRO

(smiles)

Tro Tro Tro.

CAPTAIN STAR

And he’s my MP3 player.

Captain Star picks up his MP3 CD player and put it in his

pocket.

CUT TO

EXT. SPACE CARRIER UPPER DECK MOMENTS LATER.

Captain Star, Cosmocia and Tro come running out through the

door and onto the upper deck.

CAPTAIN STAR

Now where is Shooting Star with the

Ultramite?

Suddenly the Ultramite spaceship SLAMS onto the upper deck

of the Space Carrier. SHOOTING STAR handsome,cool, smooth

and smart, is yellow skinned humanoid alien and is wearing

black pants come out from the Ultramite.

SHOOTING STAR

(dizzy)

Ah Man I feel dizzy.

CAPTAIN STAR

I thought you can drive the

Ultramite Shooting Star.

SHOOTING STAR

I did but my replica didn’t.

Then a COPY of SHOOTING STAR came out from the Ultramite.

COPY OF SHOOTING STAR

Sorry.

(CONTINUED)
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The Copy of SHOOTING STAR then turns into LIGHT and is

ADSORBED into Shooting Star’s body. Captain Star, Cosmocia

and Tro go into the Ultramite.POP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

SHOOTING STAR(V.O)

Oh no not this Earth music.

TRO(V.O)

Tro Tro Tro.

CAPTAIN STAR(V.O)

Hey it’s what I like man.

The Ultramite the BLAST off into space.

END OF TEASER ACT

FADE TO BLACK

ACT ONE

INT. SPACE KOALA MOVING

COCKPIT

SCI-FI ADVENTURE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the

Cockpit, Paul is reading a Book titled "Kung Fu through the

ages", while Martin is piloting the Space Koala.

MARTIN

What are you reading Powerful Paul?

PAUL

(smiles)

Kung Fu through the ages, I thought

that we’re in space we have to be

more aware of what opponents we

face.

MARTIN

But we know every martial art and

also your martial art Koala Que Do.

PAUL

But that’s about to change, I am

adding more to Koala Que Do, like

more kicks and pressure point

attacks.

MARTIN

How are you going to do that while

we are in space?

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

I’ll think off the moves while we

are still in space.Besides martial

arts is also about adapting to your

opponent.

Suddenly Jake comes into the Cockpit.

JAKE

Hey guys do you want to watch some

Galactic Journey with us, it’s very

great.

MARTIN

We are kinda piloting the Space

Koala right now Jakey.

PAUL

(smiles)

Hey come on a few minutes won’t

hurt.

MARTIN

Well might as well.

Martin presses the autopilot button on the control panel

causing it to BEEP. Paul and Martin then got up from their

seats and exited the cockpit.

LOUNGE

In the Lounge everyone is watching Galactic Journey. Fluffy,

and Platian are on the floor, with Bruce and Wipeout

standing on the floor. Paul, Jake, Martin and Kickerella are

all siting on the coach.

On the TV Galactic Journey is on with the Space Crew joining

forces with the DUCK BILLED ALIENS. The SPACE CAPTAIN

handsome, wise, and smooth has a serious look on his face.

while his space crew men beside him.

SPACE CAPTAIN

Alright crew we have an enemy to

fight and we must team up with the

Duck Bill Aliens.

DUCK BILL ALIEN 1

Quack

SPACE CREW MEMBER 1

(asked)

But what if this team up wasn’t

work?

(CONTINUED)
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SPACE CAPTAIN

Oh it will work.

DUCK BILL ALIEN 1

Quack.

All of a sudden LASER FIRE comes out from out of nowhere.

SPACE CREW MEMBER 2

Here they come Captain.

SPACE CAPTAIN

Everyone fire.

Jake’s eyes SPARKLE while watching Galactic Journey.

JAKE

(smiles)

Wow this is so wicked awesome dude,

I hope we team up with other alien

life.

WIPEOUT

You teamed up with us and Platian.

PLATIAN

But I think more allies is a good

thing for this mission.

FLUFFY

Oh come on we can take your people.

BRUCE

And not to mention your father.

PLATIAN

(explains)

But teaming up with more allies is

a good chance to defeat my father

you see my planet’s army holds a

number of 10 Quintillion Soldiers.

KNOCKOUT

And by the number there is 9 of us

and 10 quintillion of them and King

Platymir Puse and General Krix.

MARTIN

And that adds up to 10 Quintillion

and 2 and to even that up we need

to get 999,999,999,999,993 allies

to get a chance, but it’ll also

take us a Millennium to get that

number of people.

(CONTINUED)
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All of a sudden there was a loud BEEP at the Cockpit.

MARTIN

That sounds like a distress call.

Martin gets up from the couch and runs into the cockpit.

COCKPIT

Martin presses the button on the control panel.

CAPTAIN STAR(V.O)

(speaker)

Hello need help our ship the

Ultramite has fall onto asteroid

here is the location.

MARTIN

(into microphone)

Don’t worry we are on our way.

Martin turns off the autopilot causing it to BEEP. Martin

puts his hands on the steering wheel and takes control of

the Space Koala.

CUT TO

EXT. ASTEROID MOMENTS LATER

The Space Koala FLIES towards the asteroid. The Koalas,

Platian and the Kangaroos all come out of the Space Koala in

their space suits.

Then the Galactic 4 come out from the Ultramite. Captain

Star is wearing his yellow sunglasses and black face mask

and walks up to Paul.

PAUL

(to Captain Star)

Hello we reserve your distress call

and we came.

BRUCE

Are you sure these people want help

it looks like we’re dealing with a

space troll, a yellow skinned

balded dude that came out from a

cartoon, blonde dude with a bad

choose of sunglasses and a

beautiful green alien chick.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

Oh Big Bruce don’t be such a baby

look at them they seem friendly.

Captain Star then reaches something in his pocket.

JAKE

(shocked)

Look out man.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Jake throws his

throwing star right at Captain Star’s hand hitting it.

CAPTAIN STAR

Ahh that hurt.

SHOOTING STAR

(smiles)

Sweet it’s time for some fight

time.

Shooting Star raises his hands up and they start to GLOW

YELLOW. Shooting Star FIRES YELLOW BEAMS right at Jake and

the others.

PAUL

Everyone duck.

The Koalas, Platian and the Kangaroos all duct the beam

blast, causing it to hit another asteroid making it EXPLODE

on impact.

BRUCE

(Mad at Jake)

Come on Jakey you have to throw

your throwing star at him don’t you

Jakey.

JAKE

(to Bruce)

Sorry bro he might be pulling out a

weapon to destroy us.

Tro punches the ground of the asteroid causing a SHOCKWAVE

towards the Koalas, Platian and the Kangaroos. Everyone

leaps into the air and Bruce throws a punch right at Tro,

but Tro grabs Bruce’s fist.

TRO

Tro, Tro, Trooo.

Tro SLAMS Bruce to the ground and then STOMPS on him. Jake

throws a flying jump kick right right at Shooting Star.

Shooting Star then MULTIPLIES into 2 clones of himself.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

(amazed)

Wow that is so cool man, you can

multiple?

SHOOTING STAR

(smile)

I can totally do that.

COPY OF SHOOTING STAR

(smiled)

We can do more then that man.

Then Shooting Star and his Copy then MULTIPLIES into 2 more

COPIES of himself. The 4 Shooting Star then FIRES YELLOW

LASERS right at Jake, but Jake dodges the laser blast and do

a leg sweep on all of Shooting Stars knocking them to the

ground. The 3 Copies of Shooting Star then turns into LIGHT

and all DISAPPEARS into Shooting Star’s body.

JAKE

(smiles)

Oh yeah that’s how Jakey does it.

SHOOTING STAR

(smiles)

Well it’s time for you to see some

stars.

Shooting Star throws a punch right at Jake hitting him in

the face causing him to fall to the ground. Jake stand up

from the ground with his eyes closed.

JAKE

Ahh!!! I can’t open my eyes what

gives?

SHOOTING STAR

(explains)

Whenever I punch an enemy the foe’s

eyes began to stink for about 10

minutes and you won’t be able to

open them by then.

Shooting Star kicks Jake hitting him knocking him down to

the ground. Fluffy, Platian and Kickerella all throw kicks

at Cosomcia. Cosomcia quickly takes out her whip and WHIPS

Fluffy with it hitting her in the arm, then hit Kickerella

in the nose with her whip. Platian used her TELEKINESIS to

wrap the whip around Cosomcia.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

(to Cosomcia)

Never whip a girl with fake nails

on.

PAUL

(to Captain Star)

We are not here to hurt you we are

here to help.

JAKE

(with his eyes closed)

Unless your leader has something

else to say about that?

PAUL

(to Jake)

Jakey you’re facing the wrong way

he is right over there.

JAKE

(with his eyes closed)

Sorry bro but that Shooting Star

guy hit me in the face man.

Captain Star throws a sidekick attack right a Paul, but Paul

blocks the kick wraps his arm around the leg and then throws

him to the ground.

PAUL

(to Captain Star)

We reserved your distress call we

are here to help you.

CAPTAIN STAR

(to Paul)

Well we do want help until your

idiot brother throws something at

me.

JAKE

I thought you’re going to take out

a ray gun.

CAPTAIN STAR

No I was about to turn off my music

player.

FLUFFY

(confused)

OK why does an alien need a music

player?

(CONTINUED)
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CAPTAIN STAR

(explained)

An alien that came from Earth. My

name is James Goodman also know as

Captain Star leader of the Galactic

4.

WIPEOUT

(got it)

Oh now I see so you’re like space

heroes.

SHOOTING STAR

You can say that, but I am the cool

one on the team.

CAPTAIN STAR

This is Shooting Star he is mostly

the hot head of the team and

sometimes the smart one, oh FYI I

am the cool one on the team.

TRO

(introduce himself)

Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro

Tro.

CAPTAIN STAR

This is Tro also the muscle of the

team he has little smarts, but he

is nice.

COSMOCIA

(introduced herself)

And my name is Cosmocia the brains

of the team and also the only girl

on the team.

PAUL

(to Captain Star)

So you’re a space hero team we need

to talk.

All of a sudden LASER FIRE come out from nowhere and hit

them ground of the asteroid.

BRUCE

(to Jake)

Jakey did you do that?

JAKE

(facing the wrong way)

No I didn’t do it.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

(to Jake)

Jakey you’re facing the wrong way.

Jake turns around to the others.

SUDDENLY the 8 Eyed Aliens’ Space Carrier comes FLOATING

towards them and FIRED it’s LASER BEAM right at the Koalas,

Platian, the Kangaroos and the Galactic Four.

They dodge the laser fire and roll over to the side.

FLUFFY

Who are these Aliens?

MARTIN

Due to the look it looks like 8

eyed humanoid aliens.

CAPTAIN STAR

(explained)

Those are the 8 eyes an alien race

that look like the human race but

with 6 more eyes but with more

powerful eye site.

BRUCE

(mad)

Well it’s time for these 8 eyed

dorks to get some 8 black eyes.

SUDDENLY the 8 Eyed Aliens come out from the Space Carrier

and pointed their laser blasters.

8 EYED ALIEN

Galactic 4 and allies we have you

surrounded, surrender now...or

else.

The koalas, the kangaroos, Platian and the Galactic 4 look

worried.

KNOCKOUT

(worried)

Oh boy we’re in trouble.

PAUL

Prepare for battle guys. Because we

are in a fight for our lives.

BRUCE

I thought every fight is a fight

for our lives.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

But this time this fight is in

space, and we meet some space

friends who will help us in the

fight.

The Koalas, Kangaroos, Platian and the Galactic 4 go into

the fighting stances.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT 1

FADE IN

ACT TWO

SPACE ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The 8 Eyed

Aliens all FIRE their laser blasters right at the Koala,

Platian, the Kangaroos, and the Galactic 4. Platian quickly

make a FORCE FIELD to APPEAR in front of them causing the

LASER FIRE to REFLECT off from the force field.

Bruce leaps over the force field and takes out his kuwa and

swings it right at 1 of the 8 eyed Aliens hitting him in the

face then does a leg sweep on the 8 eyed alien knocking him

to the ground. Another 8 Eyed Alien FIRES his laser blaster

at Bruce, but Bruce dodges the laser fire and kicks the

laser blaster out of the 8 Eyed Alien’s hand and punch the 8

Eyed Alien in the face.

CAPTAIN STAR

(commands)

Battle Stations.

Captain Star activate the SWORD function on his blaster

TRANSFORMING it into a sword. Captain Star leaps in the air

and swings hit sword right at the 3 laser blasters cutting

them in half. Captain Star does a tornado kick right at the

3 8 eyed aliens knocking them to the ground. Captain star

swings his sword at 3 other 8 Eyed Aliens, causing their

laser blasters to be cut in half. Captain Star throws triple

kicks at the aliens knocking them to the ground.

Paul throws punches at an 8 eyed alien in the face and Jake

then punched Paul in the shoulder.

PAUL

Ouch Jakey what the heck.

JAKE

(facing the wrong way)

Sorry Powerful Paul.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

(to Jake)

Um Jakey you’re facing the wrong

way again.

An 8 Eyed Alien runs right at Paul, but Paul punches the 8

Eyed Alien knocking him to the ground. Kickerella RAPIDLY

throws kick at an 8 eyed alien hitting him and causing him

to fall to the ground. Knockout swings his tail right at the

an 8 eyed alien’s hand knocking his laser blaster out from

his hands and throws a kick right at the 8 eyed alien.

Martin pulled out his tokkas out and presses a button on the

side of each of them causing them to TRANSFORM into PLASMA

KATAR. Martin swings them right at 2 8 eyed aliens causing

some of their cloths to rip and throws a double jump kicks

right at both of them.

TRO

(raised his hands)

Tro, Tro, TROOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!

Tro SLAMS his fist to the ground causing the asteroid and

sending ROCKS from the crack to hit the 5 8 eyed aliens, Tro

rushes right at the 8 eyed aliens and throws punches at them

hitting them causing them to be knocks off from the

asteroid. Cosomcia WHIPS her whip and WHIPS it right at a 8

Eyed Alien hitting him and then leaps in the air and throws

a kick right at another 8 eyed alien and do a split kick

right at 2 8 eyed aliens, and then she blocked a punch from

another one and punched him in the face.

Shooting Star FIRES his YELLOW LASERS right at 3 8 eyed

aliens hitting 2 of them but the other dodges the blast and

throws a punch right at Shooting Star, Shooting Star then

blocks the punch and throws a counter punch at the 8 eyed

alien in the face.

8 EYED ALIEN

(eyes closes)

Ahh, my eyes can’t see a thing.

JAKE

(facing the wrong way)

Hey pal join the club.

FLUFFY

Again Jakey you’re facing the wrong

way.

Fluffy throws punches at blinded 8 Eyed Alien knocking him

to the ground. SUDDENLY a TRACTOR BEAM comes out from the

front of the space carrier and lifts Platian in the air and

sucks her into the space carrier.

(CONTINUED)
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PLATIAN

(to the others)

Friends help.

MARTIN

(to Platian)

Platian

Then Suddenly the TRACTOR BEAM hits Jake sucking him up into

the space carrier. Then the TRACTOR BEAM hits Knockout

SUCKING him into the space carrier. The 8 Eyed Aliens all

leaps back onto the Space Carrier and then headed to LIGHT

SPEED.

PAUL

(shouts)

JAKEY NO!!!

FLUFFY

We have to get our friends back.

CAPTAIN STAR

(explains)

We though the 8 Eyes before like

about 10 times and we know them

back heart.

SHOOTING STAR

That have technology that can

insinuate people in about 8

seconds.

COSMOCIA

(explained)

And also they have special glasses

that can know anything that

happens.

TRO

Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro,

Tro.

BRUCE

I have no idea what Tro said, but

we need to save our friends and our

brother.

MARTIN

(to Captain Star)

But first we need to fix your ship.

(CONTINUED)
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CAPTAIN STAR

(agrees)

Yes with team work we can get the

Ultramite up and running.

CUT TO

INT.CARRIER SPACESHIP BASEMENT EVENING

Back on the Space Carrier Platian, Jake, and Knockout are

all tied up in rope. Jake opened his eyes.

JAKE

(glad)

Hey I can see again and we’re are

we?

PLATIAN

We’re on the 8 Eyed Alien’s space

carrier.

KNOCKOUT

(worried)

What are they going to do with us?

PLATIAN

I can here them with my mind

reading powers, looks like they are

going to make us into their slaves.

JAKE

Oh boy I wish that the others shall

come and rescue us.

KNOCKOUT

Yes they are I got text message

from Fluffy.

JAKE

(smiles)

Well I’m glad that text messaging

works in space.

CUT TO

EXT. SPACE CARRIER UPPER DECK MOMENTS LATER.

THRILLING SPACE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The Space

Koala and the Ultramite arrives FLOATING over the Space

Carrier.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL(V.O)

Alright here is the space carrier,

we need to do now is to find Jakey,

Platian and Knockout.

CAPTAIN STAR(V.O)

We’ve been on this Space Carrier

before and we know where the 8 eyed

aliens are holding your friends.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The Koalas and the

Kangaroos get out of the Space Koala and the Galactic 4 come

out from the Ultramite. SUDDENLY LASER FIRE come from the

Space Carrier and heads towards the koalas, the kangaroos,

and the Galactic 4.

MARTIN

We have incoming.

Everyone dodge the LASER FIRE, Shooting Star shoots his

YELLOW BEAMS from his hands right at 3 8 eyed aliens hitting

them. Fluffy comes down and karate chops a laser blaster

from an 8 eyed alien’s hand. Fluffy does a spin hook kick at

him knocking him to the floor, Paul comes down and does a

split kick at 2 8 eyed aliens knocking them to the floor and

Bruce throws a punch at an un armed 8 eyed alien. Bruce then

throws a double side kick at another 8 eyed alien and then

throws an uppercut punch at another 8 eyed alien knocking

him to the ground.

PAUL

(ask Captain Star)

Are you guys OK while we save our

friends?

CAPTAIN STAR

Yes we will now go.

Wipeout and Kickerella both STOMP on the floor of the space

carrier causing it to SHAKE. Martin throws some sticky bombs

from his utility belt right at 5 8 eyed aliens, causing

STICKY SLIME to cover their feet sticking them to the floor.

Kickerella kicks 2 of them in the chest knocking them to the

floor, Paul throws punches at 1 of the 8 eyed aliens in the

face and then throws a double kick at the other 3 knocking

them to the floor.

The Koalas and the Kangaroos all runs downstairs to the

basement of the space carrier. An 8 Eyed Alien throws a

punch at Captain Star, but Captain Star blocks the punch and

counter punches the 8 Eyed Alien back at him hitting him in

the face.

CUT TO
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INT.CARRIER SPACESHIP BASEMENT MOMENTS LATER

In the carrier spaceship’s basement Jake is in a fetal

position and rocks back and forth.

JAKE

(worried)

You know the worse part of being a

slave is that you don’t get good

food, what does alien food taste

like?

PLATIAN

Well back on my home world our food

taste like worms and bugs.

KNOCKOUT

And on my world we eat a lot

vegetables, so we’re about to be

slaves we’re going to be bugs and

worms.

JAKE

(relax)

Hey have that before, one time

during my karate lesson I got so

hungry I have to eat a big beetle

and that was tasty.

Suddenly 4 8 Eyed Aliens comes towards them with their laser

blasters in their arms. SUDDENLY Bruce come down from the

ceiling body slamming on all of the 8 Eyed Aliens.

PLATIAN

(glad)

Bruce you came.

BRUCE

(smiles)

I am not alone on this one.

Then Paul, Martin, Fluffy, Wipeout and Kickerella come down

from the ceiling.

KNOCKOUT

(smiles)

Wipeout, Kickerella.

JAKE

(glad)

Glad to see you guys again.

(CONTINUED)
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PLATIAN

Where are the Galactic 4?

PAUL

(answered)

Up on top fighting the other 8

Eyes.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.SUDDENLY 15 8 Eyed

Aliens come and surrounds them. Paul karate chops the rope

around Jake, Knockout and Platian freeing them. The Koalas,

the Kangaroos and Platian all go into their fighting

stances.

PAUL

Koalas, Kangaroos,and Platian

attack.

The Koalas, the Kangaroos and Platian all charges at the 8

eyed aliens.

CUT TO

EXT. SPACE CARRIER UPPER DECK

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Captain Star gets

his head slammed onto the floor. Captain Star rolls to

dodges a punch from an 8 Eyed Alien and throws a kick at the

8 eyed alien. Cosmocia does triple kicks right at 3 8 Eyed

Aliens hitting them in the faces.

COSMOCIA

(to Captain Star)

I hope the others find their

friends.

Captain Star raises his shield to block a punch from a 8

Eyed Alien and throws a kick right at the 8 Eyed Alien

knocking him to the floor. Captain Star TRANSFORM his sword

back into his laser blaster and starts to FIRE LASERS from

the blaster at 2 8 Eyed Aliens, but they both dodge the

laser fire as it hit a container causing it to EXPLODE.

CAPTAIN STAR

( to Cosmocia)

I hope so to, I don’t want to be

caught when this Spacer Carrier

Explodes.

SHOOTING STAR

Well we still have to fight.

(CONTINUED)
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Shooting Star SHOOTS his LASER BEAMS from his hands right at

the 8 Eyed Aliens hitting in the chest causing them to fall

to the floor. Tro BASH through containers and punches 7 8

Eyed Aliens.

TRO

(punching)

Tro, Tro, Tro

Tro lifts a container and throws it to the floor causing it

to EXPLODE on impact causing FIRE to be spread across the

floor.

CUT TO

INT.CARRIER SPACESHIP BASEMENT

Paul TWIRLS his 3 section staff and swings it at an 8 Eyed

Alien hitting him in the face and then does a leg sweep on

him knocking him to the floor.

Suddenly Paul’s ears starts to WIGGLE.

PAUL

(to the others)

I am hearing fire blazing we have

to get out of here.

Bruce does a jump spin kick at 2 8 Eyed Aliens hitting both

of them knocking them to the floor. Bruce blocks a punch

from an 8 eyed alien and SPINS the alien in the air and then

does a Tawara gaeshi judo throw on the alien throwing him to

the ground.

BRUCE

(to Paul)

Right after we finish these 8 eyed

freaks off.

Martin throws 2 punches at an 8 Eyed Alien and throws a back

kick at another one knocking both of the to the floor. Jake

activated the laser blaster function on his skateboard and

FIRED LASERS from his laser blaster hitting 3 8 Eyed Aliens

knocking them to the floor. Fluffy dodges 3 punches from a

8 Eyed alien and throws a spin hook kick at the 8 Eyed Alien

in the face knocking him to the floor.

FLUFFY

You should never hit a girl because

she’ll hit you back.

Kickerella dodges LASER FIRE and throws an uppercut punch at

the 8 Eyed Alien hitting him causing him to be knocked out.

(CONTINUED)
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KICKERELLA

Nor shoot lasers at her.

Kickerella and Fluffy high fives each other. Wipeout and

Knockout both swings their tails at an 8 Eyed Alien hitting

him in the face causing him to be knocked to the floor.

8 EYED ALIEN

(into intercom)

We need more back up Now.

Bruce SLAMS the 8 Eyed Alien’s head to the wall causing him

to be knocked out. Platian’s eyes GLOW PINK and SHOOTS out

PINK LASERS out from her eyes hitting 3 8 Eyed Aliens. An 8

Eyed Alien comes out from the corner of a contain and FIRES

his LASER BLASTER at Platian. Platian quickly uses her

TELEKINESIS to stop the laser and turns it back to the 8

Eyed Alien hitting him in the leg.

SUDDENLY the FIRE BREAKS through the ceiling and fall to the

floor.

PAUL

We have to get out of here quickly.

SUDDENLY 10 more 8 Eyed Aliens come down into the basement

and FIRES their laser blasters at the Koalas, the Kangaroos

and Platian.

KICKERELLA

(to Paul)

How the only exit is blocked.

Platian uses her TELEKINESIS to push the 10 8 Eyed Aliens to

the floor.

PLATIAN

Like that.

The Koalas, the Kangaroos and Platian runs towards the exit.

An 8 Eyed Alien aims his laser blaster at them and FIRES it

right at them. SUDDENLY Captain Star BREAKS through the

ceiling and lands on the floor of the basemen. The LASER

BLAST hits Captain Star’s shield reflecting it back at the 8

Eyed Alien hitting him in the chest causing him to be

knocked to the floor.

PAUL

(smiles)

Thank you Captain.

The Koalas, the Kangaroos and Platian ran upstairs to the

upper deck. Captain Star fallowed them up the stairs.
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CUT TO

EXT. SPACE CARRIER UPPER DECK

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Cosmocia WHIPS

her whip hitting an 8 Eyed Alien in the hand knocking his

laser blaster out from his hand. Cosmocia does a flying

triple kick at the 8 Eyed Alien hitting him causing him to

be knocked to the floor.

Shooting Star creates an ENERGY BALL in his hands and throws

it at 7 8 Eyed Aliens causing the ENERGY BALL to EXPLODE on

impact. Shooting Star FIRES ENERGY BEAMS out of his hands at

3 8 eyed aliens hitting them and causing them to fall to the

floor of the ship.

Tro SLAMS 2 8 Eyed Aliens to the floor and then throws a

kick at another 8 kicking him to the floor. Tro picks up 2 8

eyed aliens and slams both of them against each other, and

then throws them to the floor of the ship.

TRO

(shouts)

TRO, TRO TROOOOOOOOOOO

Tro picks up a metal barrel and throws it at an 8 Eyed Alien

hitting causing the Alien to fall to the floor. Tro then

throws a kick at an 8 eyed alien and then throws an uppercut

punch at another 8 eyed alien.

The Koalas, the Kangaroos, Platian and Captain Star made it

back up to the upper deck. Cosmocia does a helicopter kick

at 3 8 Eyed Aliens knocking them to the floor. Cosmocia does

a cartwheel and throws a flying jump kick at an incoming 8

eyed alien knocking him to the ground.

COSMOCIA

(to the others)

Good you made it out.

CAPTAIN STAR

(to Cosmocia)

Speaking of making it out we have

to get off from this space carrier.

Suddenly the 8 Eyed Aliens from the basement come up to the

upper deck and aims their laser blasters at them. The 8 Eyed

Aliens on the floor got up and also aimed their laser

blasters at them.

(CONTINUED)
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CAPTAIN STAR

(to Tro)

Tro will you do the honers.

TRO

Tro Tro Tro

Tro rubs his hands together making them GLOW RED. Tro throws

a very powerful punch down on the deck causing the deck to

SHAKE. The Koalas, the Kangaroos and Platian all go back

into the Space Koala and the Galactic 4 all go back into the

Ultramite. The Space Koala and the Ultramite both headed

towards LIGHT SPEED.

The Space Carrier EXPLODES into pieces..

FADE TO

EXT.ASTEROID MOMENTS LATER

MELLOW GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The Space Koala and

the Ultramite both lands on another asteroid. The Koalas,

the Kangaroos and Platian all get out from the Space Koala

and the Galactic 4 get out from the Ultramite and they all

lands on the asteroid.

PAUL

(to Captain Star)

Well that was one heck of a space

battle don’t you think?

CAPTAIN STAR

I know you guys were amazing.

BRUCE

(smiles)

Thanks dude we learned everything

from our mom back on Earth.

JAKE

(agrees)

Yeap we do love our mom.

PLATIAN

(ask)

And now would you be our allies to

help us stop my father into

invading Earth?

CAPTAIN STAR

(answers)

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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CAPTAIN STAR (cont’d)

Earth is my home and I don’t want

it to see it be invaded again, so

yes we will.

COSMOCIA

(smiles)

It’s going to be so great to have

comrades to fight along side with.

SHOOTING STAR

(smiles)

And it’s good to make new friends.

TRO

(smiles)

Tro Tro Tro.

MARTIN

(glad)

Great now we have a long road ahead

of us so we need to get going now.

CAPTAIN STAR

Well lead the way.

The Koalas, the Kangaroos and Platian all go back into the

Space Koala and the Galactic 4 go back into the Ultramite

and they both BLAST off of the asteroid.

FADE TO

EXT. DESTROYED SPACE CARRIER

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Back at the

destroyed the 8 Eyed Aliens are floating along with the

debris of the destroyed space Carrier.

An 8 Eyed Alien grabs the monitor and turns it on.

8 EYED ALIEN

(into the monitor)

Lord Eigheron our space carrier was

destroyed by 13 strangers the ones

calling them the Koalas, Kangaroos

and Platian and the others called

the Galactic 4.

EIGHERON (V.O)

(monitor)

Interesting it seems that the 8

Eyes made some new enemies it’s

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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EIGHERON (V.O) (cont’d)
time to get some payback I’ll send

a prob to pick you all up and send

you all back to Eightcondron.

The 8 Eyed Alien turned off the monitor and FLOATS back

towards the others.


